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Panquake Delivery Funded!
Join The Team to Celebrate and Discuss Next Steps
Panquake is a new crowdfunded social media platform that protects user
privacy and freedom of speech. Early-stage development was supported by
over 3,700 small donors. Today, Panquake are thrilled to announce that the
community have pulled together to raise the required funding to complete
Panquake’s third and final crowdfunding round guaranteeing the delivery
of this highly sought-after next generation communications
technology.
Panquake Founder and Chief Product Officer Suzie Dawson said: “A little over
eighteen months ago, Panquake was just an idea. Now thanks to the faith
placed in us by thousands of supporters, the product is a reality and hurtling
towards release. Trusted longstanding members of our community have
stepped forward to help push our campaign over its target and now we have
the resources we need to complete our blockchain and network build, hire
and train the support teams, that will deliver a top-notch service and social
media experience to citizens the world over. You did it!”
In recent months Panquake has released multiple short videos of its
functioning interface, on both mobile and web, and demonstrated cutting
edge implementations of privacy features not found in any other application.
Panquake’s unique model and technology has been presented at conferences
at Curtin University in Australia and Yale University’s Privacy Lab in
Connecticut, USA. This increased visibility has provided demonstrable proofs
of concept for the Panquake community, who will be the first users of
Panquake’s Beta release.
Panquake Brand Ambassador, John Kiriakou, said “Panquake is the real deal.
This is a platform for everybody who cares about transparency, data privacy
and integrity. That’s why it’s been so successful in its early stages. Panquake
is something that everybody should want to be in. It’s the future of social
media.”
Panquake has already faced and overcome myriad challenges, both technical
and from establishment forces that fear such an innovation.

Panquake Chief Security Advisor, Sean O’Brien said: “It's absolutely amazing
to see the Panquake team build so quickly, with such a high level of quality
and while following professional standards and software development best
practice. Panquake's supporters will be rewarded with an amazing UI that
lives up to promises, and detractors will have to face the fact that Panquake
is coming -- Panquake works and is getting better each day.”
Now, the Panquake team have released an official event video on a variety of
channels, featuring Panquake executives and public endorsers celebrating
this milestone and discussing what the completion of Phase 3 of the
crowdfunding campaign means for the project. Details regarding next steps
for the wider community are also discussed.
Media interested in covering this successful example of what everyday
people can achieve together can make booking requests at
media@talkliberation.com
BACKGROUND ON Panquake:
In 2021 alone, over 2 million people visited the PANQUAKE.com website and
over 3,700 donors contributed funds towards the development of the next
generation social media technology. Panquake’s unique blockchain
technology allows users to amplify their messages without losing their rights
to privacy. In a series of 20 consecutive monthly public delivery meetings,
Panquake’s build achieved and transparently reported a series of major
milestones to the public, from network design proof of concept to build
advancements and the look and feel of its functioning prototype interface.
Members of the public have flocked to apply to become PANQUAKE BETA
users and Panquake has announced its intention to keep applications open
up until delivery.
Visitors to Panquake.com are
a) joining a community dedicated to the delivery of a product which will
bring next generation solutions to a market that is hungry for change
b) supporting a next generation, privacy-focused social media solution at
https://panquake.com/donate and
c) spreading the word that things can and will be different. With Big Tech
algorithms, AI moderation and massive data breaches

rendering outdated, monopoly platforms obsolete, Panquake offers a
vital and timely solution.

On The Web
Official Website: https://Panquake.com
Twitter Account: https://twitter.com/Panquake
Facebook Page: https://www.facebook.com/TalkLiberation
Telegram Channel: https://t.me/panquake
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